
 
CPAG in Scotland  

Child Poverty (Scotland) Bill Stage 3 Briefing  

1. CPAG in Scotland strongly supports the Child Poverty (Scotland) Bill. We welcome the 

unanimous parliamentary support for the Bill to date, and urge all members to support the Bill 

at Stage 3.  

 

2. We are pleased that through this Bill the Scottish Parliament recognises that child poverty is 

unacceptable in a country as rich as Scotland, that it is not inevitable, and that, with the right 

policies and investment, it can be eradicated. Whilst legislation in itself cannot end child 

poverty the Bill enshrines important, well recognised and measurable child poverty targets in 

law, creates a strategic framework that sets out the key policy areas where action is needed at 

local and national level, and puts in place reporting duties that will help hold government to 

account on progress.  

 

3. The Bill, and the subsequent action needed to meet the targets that it establishes, could not 

be more urgent. A shocking one in four (260,000) of Scotland’s children are officially recognised 

as living in poverty, compared to 19% (190 000) in 2010/11.1 Recent increases in child poverty, 

driven largely by cuts to the value of UK child benefit and tax credits, are in keeping with 

independent modelling by the Institute of Fiscal Studies (IFS)2 and Resolution Foundation3 

which forecast an increase of up to 50% in child poverty across the UK by 2020. 

 

4. CPAG welcomes amendments passed at Stage Two that strengthen the Bill through: 

a. the inclusion of interim child poverty targets; 

b. the introduction of  a strategic forward looking local action plan reporting duty;  

c. the placing of independent scrutiny and advice on a statutory footing; 

d. the specifying of key matters that must be considered in national delivery plans.  

Section 7: Delivery Plans.  

5. We support amendments brought forward at Stage 3 which ‘tidy up’ the key matters which 

Scottish Government must consider when developing child poverty delivery plans. These 

include consideration of measures using new social security powers devolved under the 

Scotland Act 2016 (amendment 6). These powers include the power to top-up reserved UK 

benefits. 

 

6. At Stage 2 amendments passed which would ensure Scottish Ministers specifically set out in 

each child poverty delivery plan whether they will provide a top-up to child benefit. While 

we support amendment 6, which provides for consideration of the use of devolved social 

security powers (including top up powers), the specific reference to consideration of the 
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topping of child benefit  proposed by amendment 42 is helpful in focusing government 

attention on the potential for a ‘top up’ to child benefit  to reduce child poverty. CPAG, along 

with the Children and Young People’s Commissioner, faith groups, children’s charities, anti-

poverty groups and trade union groups, strongly supports an immediate £5 top up to child 

benefit. Academic analysis suggests such a top up would in itself lift 30 000 children out of 

poverty in Scotland4. It would also boost the incomes of families still below the poverty line 

and provide wider preventative protection against poverty for all families.  

Ensuring Scottish budget proposals contribute to meeting the child poverty targets 

7. CPAG welcomed the Committee’s recommendation at Stage 1 that Scottish Ministers make 
direct links between their Budget plans and the child poverty delivery plans and progress 
reports5, and the recognition that policy actions will have resource implications if they are to 
be effective. Delivery plans should set out clearly the resources required to deliver key actions 
and these should also be clearly identified in the Scottish Government’s budget proposals. We 
therefore support amendment 40 which would ensure that, at the very least, child poverty 
delivery plans identify the resources needed to deliver progress.  

 
Poverty and Inequality Commission  

8. Along with other members of the End Child Poverty coalition in Scotland, CPAG believe there 

is a need for an independent body to perform some of the scrutiny and advisory roles 

previously fulfilled by the Child Poverty and Social Mobility Commission at UK level. We 

therefore support the establishment of the Poverty and Inequality Commission on a statutory 

footing, and welcome the amendments which provide for a broadening of the statutory body’s 

remit through the Public Services Reform Act.  

 
 
 
 

                                                           
4 http://jonathanbradshaw.blogspot.co.uk/2017/10/analysis-of-impact-of-increases-to.html 
5 https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/SC/2017/5/22/Stage-One-Report-on-the-Child-Poverty--
Scotland--Bill/1st%20Report,%202017.pdf  

Child Poverty Action Group works on behalf of the one in four children in Scotland growing 
up in poverty. It doesn’t have to be like this. We use our understanding of what causes 
poverty and the impact it has on children’s lives to campaign for policies that will prevent 
and solve poverty – for good. 
 

For more information please contact: Jenny Duncan, Policy and Parliamentary Officer, CPAG in 

Scotland on 0141 611 7090 or by email: jduncan@cpagscotland.org.uk 
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